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• charts. The results of this experiment cannot be considered conclusive at this time.
2,0 Personnel and Administration

1,0 Abstract
Research into one of the possible ' oproachea to the investigation of optimum analytical and forecasting techniques in weather analysis and forecasting was Initiated on 1 July 1952, In effect, this approach consists of withholding from the meteorologist certain combinations of synoptic data, yet requiring him to forecast all the usual weather parameters including those withheld.
During the time that the necessary charts were being prepared for the main project, a pilot test was conducted for the purpose of determining the characteristics of the experimental design. The results of the pilot test for sea-level and 500-mb data indicate (1) that an effective deterioration of forecast scores is noticeable only for severely reduced information; (2) that variation of the forecast verification schemes merely shifts the error level of forecasts without affecting the score trends; and (3) that there exists an optimum scheme of reduction of data furnished to the meteorologist which results in a considerable saving of time required for spotting, analyzing, and forecasting, without materially affecting forecast scores.
In addition, an experiment was conducted with a class of meteorology trainees; one section of this class was required to forecast from previously prepared prognostic charts that actually represented correct analyses of the subsequent maps; another section of the class was required to construct their own prognostic 2.
in Meteorology, assisted from time to time In the capacity of consultants without cost to the project. scientifically well considered needs. As e result, the experienced forecaster revolts at the forced task of forecasting from anything but the complete map to which he is accustomed; (2) two general classes of forecast verification systems can be considered: the multiple error point system in which one or more error points are scored depending on the degree by which tho forecast item was missed; or the binary system, in which an item forecast is either right or wrong. The latter system appears to be preferable, notably from the point of view of utility and of minimizing bias. This supports our original position in this matter.
The
3.2 Mr. David Jones visited the National Weather Records Center, Asheville, North Carolina, on 29 August 1952, while on annual leave. Through the active assistance of Mr. Lesley Smith, Supervisor, he was able to obtain the scattered data that were missing from the Ozalid VJBAN Analysis Center maps which were used as source of synoptic information.
3.3 LCDR Donald R-Jones, AROvVA Project Officer, visited the project in State College on 5 September 1952 for the purpose of discussing procedures. His visit was followed by telephone conversations both with him and with LCDR William J. Kotsch about misunderstandings over the over-all purpose and procedures of the experiment, as well as contract details. Considerable correspondence was required, subsequently, in connection with ordering supplies and materials. Prior to the 1 July 1952 start of the work, complete plans had been formulated to put the project into operation on tho starting date without delay. An offico, Room 318, was set 2side in the Mineral Industries Building for* tho sole use of project personnel. In addition to tho usual equipment and tho necessary minor supplies, it was furnished with six drafting tables and a portable light table to expedite plotting and analysis of maps. This offico serves as permanent quarters for Messrs. Moyer, Van der Hoven, and Dav . Jones, and provides working space for part-time technical assistants.
The preliminary planning included tentative decisions on the stations for which forecasts wore to bo mado, forecast items, verification systems and tolerances, and the specific motoorological situations to be tested. Dr. Hosier assisted Dr. Neubcrgor in choosing representative wintor and summer synoptic situations for testing. Tho other project personnelfc.
were not consulted during this choice, since it was desired to keep them in ignorance of even the broad features of the synoptic maps that they would later be required to analyze and prognosticate.
Prom the multitude of possible "schemes" of synoptic weather data presentation (factorial 12), five logical combinations were chosen for testing in a pilot test prior to the start of the final analysis of the two selected situations. Dr. Panofsky and Mr. Yerg were consulted in the choice of the so schemes bocauso of the statistical implications involved in the future analysis of the results. Also, Mr. Moyor developed a new base map, of convenient size and scale, that would include the forecast area as well as an adequate "influence zone" to the west of this area (Enclosure I). This map was printed by offset process in sufficient quantity for the duration of the pro loot.
3ocause of the magnitude of the program with consideration of time consumption in spotting, analyzing, and forecasting from the test maps, the forecast stations were restricted to the area between 25° N and 65° N latitude and 30° W and 98° W longitude. However, the influence zone was extended to 110° «V longitude. Within this area, the forecast stations selected were:
(1) Weather ship "Alpha," I4.YA 
6.
Also, mimeographed forms were used which contained the reporting stations in a given order to facilitate spotting with Ditto ink: i.e., the stations were listed from within latitude bands running from west to east, starting at the north of the map, such that the spotter could avoid smudging data already spotted
and not yet dry.
I
The following schemes were chosen for providing synoptic data:
All six naps of each scheme were analyzed and prognosticated before work wit!" the next scheme was started. The schemes were analyzed in reverse order viz., scheme "E", scheme "D", etc. '.hile the technical assistants were occupied in transcribing data for the main test, from the Ozalid copies of W3AN-1 sealevel and 500-mb analyses of the "BAH Analysis Center supplied to us by LCDR Donald R. Jones, Messrs. Moyer and David Jones conducted the pilot experiment. Neither of those ">en cor.oared analyses during the test, nor were their forecasts verified until all had been submitted. Each man drew from his personal experience in analysis and forecasting and used whatever device was possible within the limitations of each given scheme. No attempt was m^.de to force either man to use any of the so-called stnndard methods of prognosis. That is to say, if one of tho forecasters chose, for a particular map, to be complotoly subjective and to rely entirely upon intuition, ho was at liberty to do cc; 0" th** other hand, if h* ntt.Ariotfld to aoolv objective forecasting rules and methods in his pr ...osis again he was free to do so.
Because of our dosire to accorplish this test within a rr.ini um of time, only incomplete upoor air charts were it first "ivailablo; thoy consisted of 500-mb charts cf irregular continuity, dr:iwn by students in their synoptic laboratory course. However, after it became apparent that the pilot teat could be completed well within our self-imposed deadline, et similar experiment was conducted with 500«mb data for the same period, with charts specially prepared for this purpose. The five schemes of data presentation at this level were:
The procodure in this phase of the pilot experiment was precisely the same as that for the sea-level data. All six charts of scheme "E n were analyzed and prognosticated before the forecaster turned his attention to scheme n D", etc. During this phase, the previouslyanalyzed "A 1-scheme of sea-level maps was used as supole*» mentary information.
No timo limits or deadlines*were imposed upon the forecasters during the test run. Since a time study was conducted for this experiment on the same basis as that planned for tha final test, it was believed essential to let each individual set his own pace. Also, because the personality of the forecaster certainly enters into the facility .vith which ho arrives at a forecast, the results obtained were not biased because of this factor. Every offort was made to achieve realism during the process of the experiment, except that it w°s not possible for the forecaster to determine the trend of verification of his forecasts, as would be the case during normal weather station operation. This exception is unfortunate, perhaps, since it did not permit normal adjustments of analyses or forecasts in conformity with developments in the synoptic ^"ttern: on the other hand, this practise resulted In an investigation of minimum operating procoduros, since the forooastors were required tc work under what WJ can assume to bo the extreme possible handicaps.
To accolerate accomplishment of the goal of the pilot tost, only ten of the forecast stations named above were considered. These were?
(1) International Palls (2) Kansas City (Port Leavenworth)
Ml
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Seat»levol forecast items included (1) wind direction and speed, (2) sky condition or present weather, (3) ceiling, (It) visibility, (5) special phenomena (fog or thunderstorm), (6) precipitation amount, (7) temperaturo, and (S) dew point. 500-mb forecast items included (1) height-change, (2) temperaturechange, and (3) wind direction and speed. Forecasts were verified on the basis of slight modification JJ tho system suggested in Pulk and Murphy, Workbook for Weather Forecasting. Prentice Hall, New York, 1950, P"7I£K
1,11 Results of the Pilot Tost
Tho main results of the pilot test for the surface data are as follows:
(1) Tho maximum difference in cooro between the two forecasters for a given time and scheme was 22$, whereas tho maximum difference between station forecasts for ono forecaster was 37#« Table I gives tho rangos of the per cent errors of the total scores for oach forecaster and for various schomos, TaDio i. Renges of pci-cent er*-or«t or toUi surface scoros for two forecasters and various schemes. 
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(2) The difference In soore between 12-and 2q.-hour forecasts for each forecaster and for both forecasters was negligible as compared to the difference between other parameters such as stations and forecast item. The maximum difference in score for forecaster I was 1^% and for forecaster II, 17#« Table II gives the average per cent errors for the various schemes for both 12-and 2if.-hour forecasts. The numbor of forecast items per man per schomo was lj.32 for 12-hour and I4I4.O for" 2l|.-hour forecasts. The total number of surface items forecast by each man was I4J6O, 
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(3)Tho effect of the scheme on the score for various stations was very irregular, although the scores for o of 10 stations wore best for scheme B. The forecasts for 3 of the k remaining stations were second best for this same scheme. Table III shows the ftver a <»e per cent errors for various stations and schemes, with the best score for each station underlined. (1+.) The effect of the schemes on scores for various forecast i^cms is strong only for present weather (WW), temperature (TT;, and dew point (T<jT d ) , with a slight effect for wind force (FFj and no effect for visibility (W), wind direction (DD), and rainfall (RR), For cloud heights ( h&hc), the forecast seems to improve slightly with reduced information; but this result oannot be considered significant* Table IV Table IV was tested by employing a second, slightly more rigorous verification system! Figure 5 cloarly shows that a more rigorous verification system increases the error score without materially affecting tho trend Introduced by the schemes* Prom the above results the following conclusions are drawn and discussed: •
(1) Tho scores of the two forecasters and of 12-and 2J4-hour forecasts can be taken together and treated as one statistical population. This appears to be in agreement with the results presented by G. P. Wadsworth? Whether or not this will still hold in the main tost of the project when more forecasters are employed whoso backgrounds are no longer as homogeneous os in the pilot test will have to be investigated by means of the main forecoat material.
(2) In general, tho trond toward score deterioration with reduced information is more evident for stations with low error scores than for those witn high error scores. This may appear to be a trite result, because, e.g., in the absurd case of completely wr.ng forecasts for scheme A, the score could not possibly detor?orute with reduced information. However, it can be soon from Table III •y-.r-.'-~- 12. different forecast items, with the result that the more difficult items such as ww, h c h c , and T^T^ tend to dominate thetotal scores. This fact requires further study concerning the forecast s coring system, particularly with respect to the forecast limits. It is also important to note that tho forecast sydtem and the scoring system applied to the main project will be somewhat different from those used in this pilot test. For example, W, ww, RR, and h h c c will be forecast in groater detail. Incidentally, the forecasters will remain uninformed of tho scoring system to avoid forecast bias.
(5) A more rigorous verification does not greatly influence tho trond of the score, although it tond3 to increase the error. This statement can, obviously, bo valid only within certain limits for roasons similar to those mentioned in conclusion 2 above.
The pilot tost gave tho following results when the upper air data wore analyzed:
(1) The difference between 12-and 2lj.-hour forecasts was not negligible for the 12-hour height change (AH) end tho 12-hour temperature change (£>T). although the differences between 12-and 24-hour forecasts in wind speed (FF) and direction (DD) was still slight. Figure 6 shows the effect of 12-and 2^-hour forecasts en onch forecast item for the various schemes. The circled points indicate that in tho particular scheme, the item represented by the curvo was missing from the analysis information which the forecaster had available.
(2) Tho nvoraero error «oa*e for Forecn^ter I was 28# in the 12-hour forecasts and 3I4.56 in tho 2).j."hour forecasts. Forecaster II averaged 2k$> in 12-hour and 3l$ in ?lj.-hour forecasts.
(3) The effect of the various schemes on each particular forecast item is not at all clear. However, Figure 6 shows that for tho 21, «hour forecast of^H, tho accur^r-for tho schemes in which the hoight was missing was considerably loss than for schemes in which the height wa3 given. 13.
(ij.) The over-all deterioration of forecast accuracy appears significant only for scheme E. The average per cent error for schemes A and B is 2$% and 27%, for schemes C and D it is 31# and 30#, respectively, and f--schomo E the average per cont errors roacnod a maximum of 36$.
Figuro ? combinoa both 12-and 24-hour forecasts and represents the per cont errors for onch station and scheme. No definito deterior« ation trend is ovidont. For example, the per cent errors for station 7I4.7 soesn to decrease with decroased information, whereas stations 30I4. and l^YE show the opposite trend.
As wns done in the case of the surface test, a relative frequency distribution was determined for four groups of per cent errors and for all schemes. The distribution is shown in Figure 8 . No pronounced trend seems evident in this distribution.
From the abovo results the following conclusions are stated and discussed:
•»-(1) There is a pronounced difference between the 12-and 2lj.-hour forecasts of temperature change and height change Whether this fact is the result of the verification system or of the variability of tho forocast parameter in question, is net certain at this time. Hov/ovor, there seems to bo no reason why temperature and hoight should vary to ar>-grootor extent than wind direction and sp-^d.
(2) Tho average scores of tho two forecasters wero very similar even when divided into 12-and 2lj.-haur forecast categories. This conclusion seems to go along with similar results obtained in tho surfaco pilot test nnn 1 vsl S -(3) score deterioration as a function of the schemo used doos not seen to hold as well as tho case in the surfaco pilot tost. Only on the average did schemo E of tho upper air tost show any marked deterioration. When the data wore broken up into individual stations, tho deterioration as n function of tho scheme showed opposite effects in many cases. 
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In addition to the score analysis of the surface and upper air pilot tests, a time study was also made. Table V gives the average time in minutes spent in spotting, analyzing, and forecasting fareach scheme* 
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An inspection of the overages listed in Table V shows that schemes D and E took 30$ loss time than schemes, A, B, and C. Obviously, a major factor in this 30$ difference is the decreased time spent in spotting the roduced information. Analysis time remained fairly constant, whereas foroccnting time was greatest for scheme E and least for scheme D. This last result is obviously duo to the fact that a fcreed response is required of tho forocaster. Ho naturally objects to, and consequently hesitates in forecasting from a map that he feels furnishes him with insufficient information to perform the tr.sk at hand.
In tentatively appraising tho optimum over-all conditions for spotting, analyzing, and forecasting with due consideration of the forecist scores, it information that reduces the time to tho greatest extent without significantly affecting tho forecast accuracy.
As a result of tho pilot tost the fb llowing general remarks can be made:
(1) One of the primary rosults of the pilot test was to give tho project members a "fool" for tho procodurc and tho difficulties involved. For instanco, as a result of going through the five surface schemes, it was decided to add a sixt v (F) schemo, since it was thought necessary
15.
to atort off the analysis procedure by forcing the forecaster to draw air-flow llno9 without tho aid of pressure data.
(2) Tho tost clearly brought out *w. t&nx that station location and sometimes the length of the forocast should be considered as paramotors whGn tho main test is analysed.
(3) The most perplexing difficulty is the choice of the verification limits. This problom is now being thoroughly reviewed by staff members not directly cennocto.* with the project. Fortunately, the work in analy z ing and forecasting will not be dolayod because of this difficulty, since the f )rcc:ister will not be informed of the verification lxmits. In addition, in case two verification systems arc decided upon, tho punch-card svstom to be usod will allow space for two such verification schemes.
(h.) An important part of tho test was the time study. In deciding the over-all feasibility of ono information scheme against another, tho amount of time saved in spotting, analyzing, and forecasting should represent an important factor.
if.2 Prognostic Chart Exporimont
On 11 August 1952, Mr. David Jonos initiated an experiment in the regular synoptic metoorology laboratory classos in which 37 undergraduate and special (Air Force officer-trainee) students participated. This tost consisted of (1) dividing tho group into two sections, each of which worked independently without opportunity for intercommunication, (2) giving ono section prcparod prognostic charts (on the forecast forms) that consisted cf the actual positions of fronts and pressure contors as determined by pro-analysis (by project members'* of tho next two maps ( i.e.-.'.2-and 2lf-hour "prognostic" positions), (3) roquiring the other section to construct its own prognostic charts, and (l\.) requiring all students to make 12-and 24-hour forecasts for the following stations: Forecast items i:\cludod in this test were: skycover, wind direction and speed, prosent weather, Tilling, visibility, precipitation amount,temperature, dew point, 700-mb temperature, 700-mb height, 700-mb wind speed end direction. The maps used consisted of a six-map series of North American soa-levei and 700-mb charts of 12-hour continuity. They were obtained from Weather Training Supplies, Inc>, Cambridge, Massachusetts, and covered the period from 1835Z on 15 December l%-6 through 0635Z on 18 December 19^6.
A second test was conducted under the same conditions but using Northern Hemisphere sea-level maps of 2lj."hour continuity, which hu>' beer, obtained from the Department of Meteorology, Now York University for the period from 1300Z on 1 March 1937 through 1300Z on 6 March 1937. Only 2l4.-hour sea-level forecasts for the following stations were required:
(1) El Pa3o, Toxas Forecast itoms inducted in this test were sky coverage wind direction and speod, present weather, selling, visibility, past weather, and temperature.
The verification systems asod in both tests nr& similar to that u3od in tho pilot test,
i|..2l Results of Prognostic Chart Experiment
The 37 students ware divided into two groups of 18 and 19»respecfcively, nd placed in different rooms. The groups were instructed to avoid discussion, comparison, or collusion of any kind while analyzing charts and making forecasts. Group A was issued surface prognostic charts for 12 and 2k hours from the time of the maps the students -,;ere to Analyze. Group B was issued the same pro-plottei charts for analysis but no prognostic charts. Half way through the experiment this procedure was reversed: Group B was issued the prognostic charts, Group A was not. That step was taken to cancel whatever forecasting superiority one group might have cer the other.
A totil of i]l\l± forecasts, of 13 items each,for 12 stations was obtained from the first $J. American and N. Atlantic)6-map series; 2lG forecasts, of 8 items each, for 10 stations from the se^ond(N. Hemisphere)map series. For the first series the l\l\l\ forecasts were composed of four groups of 111 forecast a; 12-hour for©» costs with prognosis, 12-hcur forocists without, 2^~hour forecasts with, and 2k-hour forecasts without. In the second series the 218 forecasts c for which only 2lj.-hour continuity was available, were conposed of two groups of 111 with and 10? without prognostic charts. The forecasts were verified on a "percent-correct" basis and mean group scores computed, showing the following results: The fact that these values are considerably sn.aller than the standard deviations of uncorrocted forecast scoros indicates a great Influenco of the relative forocast difficulty on bho variation of the forecast scores. Quantitatively, the variance because of the variation of the difference? of forecast scoroa accounts for approximately half the total variance of the forecast scores.
Fromtho standard deviations of the corrected forecast scores, &~~ was recomputed* The differences in the m8ans of scores of Groups A and B woro 2.1b cr-for the 12-hour forecasts and Ju.Ol cr-. for the 2tt-hour» forecasts. According to thoso a figuros, tho score difference in favor of tho prognostic chart's offeet on the forecasts is significant in the case of the 24-hour forecasts, and possibly 30 in the caso of the 12-hour forecasts, depending, of course, on whether the 2-or 3-atandard doviation limit is used as a criterion of significance. Tho fact that the differ nee in scoros is statistically significant may have little practical value since the difference Although there was a supervisor in each laboratory at all times throughout the experiment, assurance that there was no collusion between forecasters was not positive; in fact during the second (Northern Hemisphere) series it became clear that the requirements outlinod in section 1^.21 wore not being followed. Several forecasters admitted that they did not use the prognostic chart when making their forecasts. Others found it expedient to retain by momory, or copv ; the prognostic chart from day to day. Because of these circumstances it was felt that the results of the second series were meaningless; honco no statistical significance tests were attempted. The laboratory supervisors felt that such was not tho case during tho first (North Amorican) series, however; hence the results may be indicative of the effect of a "lOOjC accurate' 1 prognostic chart.
Statistical significance in general means that a conclusion is likely to bo valid for a population out of which tho gi , /on sample has boon drawn ..t random. In particular, this moans that tho experiment doscribod has only shown that prdgnostic charts aro usoful for tho typo of personnel tested, but are not noeossarily usoful, or may bo more usoful, for oxporioncod forecastors in tho fieId m Because of the difficulties involved in supervising a larg3 laboratory group, tho experiment is being repeated at present using a small numbor of mon doing a largo numbor of forecasts, i'urthormoro, it is planned to verify only those forecast items that would definitely bo affected by the prosence or absence of a correct prognostic chart. 2 N where X is each participant's score for each for-;st, X is the mean score for a particular forecast type (12-or 24-hour foreoast, with or without prognostic chart), and N is the total number of forecasts in each forecast type (ill). X must be adjusted by adding a correction factor, necessary to reduce all forecasts to the same degree of difficulty. This correction may be designated by C and is defined as X -Xj,, where X is the mean of all forecast scores for each of the 12-and 2l|.-hour groups of six forecasts, and Xi is the average for any one of the six forecast scores (scores having the benefit of prognostic charts averaged together with those not having the prognostic charts), one for 12-hour scores, the other for 2lj.-hour scores. Then for each forecast type, the corrected variance, which may be designated by <j^2 # becomes The first term of the right aid© of equation (3) is the variance of the uncorrected scores which may be designated by <r u 2 , Tho second and third tarms represent the correction to bo added to 0^2 to arrive nt the variance of tho corrected forecast scores. Tho summation sign in the second and third terms essentially represents two succossivo summations: (1) 2^ , tho sum of men within each laboratory making one forecast; and (2) 2j , the sum of all six forecasts either with or without prognostic charts. 2^ in this oxporlmont is over the six map-days; ?. is over the 18 or 19 mon in oach laboratory. 
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The forecast difficulty correction factor, C^, is constant rogardloss of the number of men in oach laboratory. Therefore, it is constant .vith respect to 2* and equation (I4.) becomes The terms 2 0Ci and 2*X (within brackets in equation 5) may bo 6xpressod as follows:
2j(X -X) * mXj -mX = mfXj -X)
Tho difforenco botwoon the average In each laboratory score for one forecast and tho average for tho six 
